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PSA-RSSO I retains title as Best Region in the 2016 PSA Field Awards

PSA-RSSO

I bags anew the title as
best region in the annual PSA Field
Awards during the 2017 National
Planning Workshop held on November 23-25, 2016 at Quest Hotel, Clarkfield, Pampanga.

Top: Top five
best Region
Regional
Directors
together
with officials
of PSA Central Office
headed by
National
Statistician
Dr. Lisa
Grace S.
Bersales.

Moreover, RSSO I receives major
awards for the various categories –
Best in Statistical Operations, Best in
Information Dissemination, Second
Place in Civil Registration, Second
Place in Statistical Planning, Second
Place in Administrative and Financial
and Fifth Place in Partnership and
Linkages.

Bottom:
Regional
Director
Socrates L.
Ramores
together
with the
officials of
Ilocos Region poses
after receiving the
award as
Best Region.

For the provincial category, PSA-La
Union was adjudged as Fourth Place
among the 87 PSA provincial offices
in the entire country. In addition to
(continue to page 11)

RSC 1 bags award as 2015 Best NSM Region
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I (RSC-I) received the award as 2015
Best National Statistics Month
(NSM) Region during the 27th NSM
Opening Ceremony and 13th National Convention on Statistics (NCS) on
October 3, 2016 at EDSA Shangri-la
Hotel, Mandaluyong City.
The
award was presented by Dr. Lisa

(L-R): Dr. Lisa
Grace S. Bersales (National
Statistician,
PSA), Socrates L.
Ramores
(Regional Director, PSA-RSSO I),
Sec. Ernesto M.
Pernia (Director
General of
NEDA) and Dr.
Johannes Jütting
(Manager,
PARIS21) during
the awarding
ceremony

Grace S. Bersales, National Statistician and Civil Registrar General and Chair of the 27th
NSM/13th NCS Steering Committee, with Hon. Ernesto M. Pernia,
Secretary for Socioeconomic
Planning and Director General of
NEDA and Dr. Johannes Jütting,
Manager of the Partnership in
(continue to page 10)
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Leveling Up: PSA at 4
The theme of the 2017 National Planning Workshop (NPW), which was
attended by all PSA central and field
officials in November 2016 was Leveling Up: PSA@4. And one of the highlights of the 2017 NPW was the results
of the 2016 PSA Field Awards.

During the NPW’s gala night, RSSO I
received the accolade as once again the
top region for 2016 and also bested
other regions in major sub-categories
of the Field Awards. Moreover in October 2016, in time of the national
opening ceremony of the National Statistics Month, Region I received the
citation as the 2015 Best NSM Region.
Indeed, our motto “Working Together
as One” has been instrumental for
these remarkable accomplishments of
PSA-RSSO I. Likewise, “synergy”
which was the theme of the third PSA
anniversary celebration in September
2016 has been influential in realizing
our goals and objectives.
As our National Statistician Dr. Lisa
Grace S. Bersales said during the 2017
NPW, we have accomplished a lot in
the last three years, but we need to level up. We have to level up considering
the more significant tasks ahead of us
in 2017. First, the updating of our
sampling frames for both householdbased and establishment-based surveys, second, the much earlier release
of our annual GRDP, and more importantly, the monitoring of indicators
for the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). The SDGs, together
with Ambisyon Natin 2040, which is a
25-year plan launched by the NEDA in
October 2016, are two visions which
will form an integral part in crafting
the long-term economic development

2

blue print of our government. As
duty bearers of statistics, we play
a vital role in order to assess and
monitor how these visions will
translate into actions on the
ground.
Hence the need to level up. In
order to be responsive to the call
of our duties and responsibilities, we need to equip and capacitate ourselves. We need to be
more collaborative. We need to
strengthen our partnership with
our stakeholders especially for
the compilation of our administrative-based statistics as complement to our censuses and surveys.
While we have a long way to go,
and we are off to a very good
start to level up starting 2017.
Let our motto ought to be,

“Working Together as
Levelling Up in 2017”. #
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RSC 1 awards NSM regional winners
The month-long celebration of the Regional Statistics Comthe National Statistics Month
(NSM) in Region I culminated
on October 27, 2016 through its
NSM Regional Closing Ceremony at the Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (BSP), San Fernando
City, La Union. The closing
ceremony was graced by Deputy Director Marriel M. Remulla of the BSP Central Office,
who served as the keynote
speaker. Along with the closing
ceremony was the Regional
Jingle Making contest for the
students in the secondary and
tertiary levels.

mittee (RSC) 1. One of the
most awaited announcements during the event is
the winner of the Best 27th

NSM Province Implementer. Garnering an aver-

age score of 89.3 percent,
the province of Pangasinan
won the award for the third
time in a row after their
Hall of Fame Award as Best
NSM Province Implementer in 2011. With this, the
province of Pangasinan is
now qualified for another
Hall of Fame Award in
2017 provided they meet at
Among the highlights of the least 85% rating in their
closing ceremony was the implementation of the 2017
awarding of the winners of the NSM. The participants
various NSM Regional Con- from Pangasinan headed by
tests which were conducted by Board Member Jeremy A.

Province of Pangasinan delegates receive the award as
2016 Best NSM Province

Rosario, the chairman of the Pangasinan NSM Steering Committee, received the certificate of recognition and Php 15,000 cash prize from the Regional
Development Council 1 and RSC 1.

Poverty incidence in Region I estimated at
13.1 percent in 2015

(continue to page 8)

Consumer Price Index recorded
at 137.8 in Q4 2016
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) of Region
I for the 4th quarter of 2016 was pegged at
137.8. This figure has increased by 1.3 percentage points compared to the last quarter’s index (136.5), and also by 2.5 percentage points over the same period last year
(135.3). The commodity groups which recorded high price indices were alcoholic
beverages and tobacco (196.8), food and
non-alcoholic beverages (153.0), and health
(145.6). On the other hand, the commodity
groups which showed lower price indices
were communication (89.5), recreation and
culture (109.1), and restaurant and miscellaneous goods and services (118.1).

Based on the latest report on

the official poverty statistics
released by the PSA which was
estimated using the income data
from the 2015 Family Income
and Expenditure Survey (FIES),
the poverty incidence among
population in Region I was 13.1
percent in 2015. During the
same period in 2012, poverty
incidence among population in
the region was estimated at 18.5
percent.
On the other hand, subsistence
incidence among population in
Region I, or the proportion of
Filipinos whose income fall be-

low the food threshold, was estimated at 3.4 percent in 2015. In 2012,
the subsistence incidence or the
proportion of population in extreme
or subsistence poverty in the region
was recorded at 5.7 percent.
ln 2015, the annual per capita food
threshold in Region I was PhP
12,923. This amount represents the
minimum annual income required
to meet one's basic food needs and
satisfy the nutritional requirements
set by the Food and Nutrition Research Institute (FNRI) to ensure
that one remains economically and
socially productive. Meanwhile, the
annual per capita poverty threshold,
(continue to page 9)

By province, La Union posted the highest
consumer price index in 4th quarter 2016 at
144.1, followed by Ilocos Sur (142.3) and
Ilocos Norte (138.7). On the other hand,
Pangasinan recorded the lowest price index
at 134.7.
The 4th quarter 2016 inflation rate in Re-

(continue to page 9)
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PSA conducts Survey of Innovation Activities of Establishments

The

PSA, in collaboration with the
Philippine Institute of Development
Studies (PIDS) undertakes the 2015
Survey of Innovation Activities (SIA)
of establishments. Information on
innovation shall provide a better understanding of the innovative behavior and activities of firms in the country.
The 2015 SIA of establishments aims
to generate information on the innovative behavior of establishments in
selected areas and to determine the
factors that drive their innovation
performance. The data shall serve as
basis for mainstreaming the innovation system approach into the centerstage of national policy-making
through establishment of systemsoriented, policy-relevant and internationally comparable indicators. Particularly the survey’s objectives are
as follows: (a) to describe the types of
innovation activities engaged in by

firms; (b) to provide information regarding the environments in which
these innovative activities are conducted; and (3) to determine the factors that drive their innovation performance, the barriers to innovation,
and the effects of innovation on the
firms.

Some of the major data items to be
collected on innovation activities of
establishments are general information about the establishment, capital participation as of 31 December
2015, employment as of 15 November 2015, educational background of
workers, product innovation, process
innovation, ongoing or abandoned
product and process innovation activities, innovation activities and expenditures, sources of information
and co-operation for innovation activities, effects of innovation, factors
hampering innovation activities, intellectual property protection, organizational innovation, marketing inno-

vation, public sector procurement and
innovation, registration with investment
promotion agencies, knowledge management and government innovationrelated policies.

Field personnel of the PSA, particularly
in the province of Pangasinan will administer the survey questionnaires to
selected sample establishments under
the sectors of manufacturing, information communication technology and
business processes outsourcing from
November to December 2016.
The PSA calls for the support and cooperation of the establishments that were
chosen as samples in the survey. In today’s rapidly changing world, the significance of innovation as a key to prosperity and development is the growing concern of business and industries. Innovation is a major driver of economic
growth, productivity and competitiveness.#

Construction projects reached 2,002 in Q4 2016
Private construction by type
Region I: Q4 2016

approved building permits for the
fourth quarter of 2016 was recorded at
₱2.3 billion.
By type of construction projects, value
of residential buildings amounted to
₱1.4 billion, while non-residential
construction buildings was valued at
₱810.9 million for the fourth quarter
of 2016.
Combined value of constructions for
additions, alterations and repairs of
existing structures was estimated at
₱115.9 million.

Approved building permits in the

fourth quarter of 2016 totaled to
2,002. Of the total construction projects, 1,489 or 74.4 percent were residential-type buildings, 279 or 13.9
percent were non-residential and
234 or 11.7 percent were additions,
alterations and repair constructions.
Among the provinces in Region I,
the highest number of construction
projects was recorded in Pangasinan
with 632 accounting to 31.6 percent
of the total construction projects,
closely followed by Ilocos Norte
with 615 (30.7 percent), Ilocos Sur
with 454 (22.7 percent) and La Union with 301 (15.0 percent).
Total value of construction from
4

Total value of construction for residential buildings was ₱1.4 billion with
a total floor area of 165,718 square
meters, translating to an average cost
of ₱8,513 per square meter.
Among the residential constructions,
single houses recorded the bulk of the
projects with 1,462 accounting for
98.2 percent of the total. Total value of
construction for this type reached ₱1.3
billion covering a total floor area of
159,089 square meters, translating to
an average cost of ₱8,484 per square
meter.
Apartment/accessoria ranked far second with 22 construction projects representing 1.5 percent of the total residential construction. This type of resi-

dential building had an estimated
construction value of ₱53.1 million with a total floor area of
5,827 square meters, translating
to an average cost of ₱9,106 per
square meter.
Duplex houses recorded a total of
four (4) construction projects
representing 0.3 percent of the
total residential construction. Total construction value for this
type amounted to ₱7.0 million
and a total floor area of 702
square meters or an average cost
of ₱10,033 per square meter.
The total value of non-residential
building constructions in the region reached ₱810.9 million with
a total floor area of 102,045
square meters reflecting an average cost of ₱7,947 per square meter.
Commercial buildings had the
highest number with 192 construction projects or 68.8 percent
of the total non-residential constructions. Value of construction
for this type was estimated at
₱440.9 million covering a total
floor area of 53,796 square meters
or an average cost of ₱8,196 per
square meter.
(continue to page 8)
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PSA conducts the first Model
Functioning Survey

PSA undertakes 2016 Household
Survey on Domestic Visitors
The

PSA, in
partnership with
the Department
of
Tourism
(DOT), administered the 2016
Household Survey on Domestic
Visitors (HSDV).
The 2016 HSDV
was the fifth in
the series conducted in the
country
since
2005. The said
survey was conSS II Divino Amor Rivera super- ducted in Novises the HSDV enumeration at vember 2016 naSan Millano, San Emilio, Ilocos tionwide,
with
Sur on November 9, 2016
April 1 to September 2016 as
reference period.

The primary objective of the survey is to
gather household-based data on domestic
tourism that are vital to the effective and
efficient development and implementation of
tourism plans and programs. The survey
shall provide comprehensive information on
(continue to page 8)

The

PSA conducted for
the first time the 2016
Model Functioning Survey (MFS). This survey
provides detailed and nuanced information about
how people conduct their
lives and the difficulties
they encounter regardless
of any underlying health
condition or impairment.
The study helps the country identify the barriers
that contribute to the
problems that people encounter, which, in turn,
help guide policy and service development; as well
as contribute in monitoring the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The MFS was conducted
by PSA in collaboration
with the Department of
Health (DOH) and National Council on Disability
Affairs
(NCDA).
Meanwhile, the World

Health Organization (WHO) provided
the technical assistance.
Data from MFS will be used in developing a metric of disability, which will
allow for the collection of comprehensive and relevant information that
helps the country construct a complete picture of disability with particular relevance to disability policy, direct and reliable international comparisons of disability data, and national and global monitoring of the implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (CRPD).
(continue to page 9)

Source: 1st Qtr 2016 Labor Force Survey, PSA
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Livestock and Poultry sector in Region I
recorded a 0.79 percent drop in 2016
The

Did you know that…
Region I was the country’s top producer of
goat meat in 2016.

93% of the fish production in the region was
from the province of
Pangasinan in Q4 2016.

decline in production was
apparent in both first and second
semesters by 0.48 percent and 1.11
percent, respectively. This was
largely contributed by the decline in
the poultry subsector by 4.37 percent while the livestock subsector
had an output gain of 1.93 percent.
The major contributors to the total
livestock and poultry production
were swine and chicken with shares
of 37.40 percent and 34.03 percent,
respectively. Cattle followed with a
share of 12.00 percent, chicken eggs
with 6.08 percent, goat with 4.61
percent, carabao by 4.45 percent,
duck and duck eggs with shares of
0.86 percent and 0.56 percent, respectively.
Carabao production in the region

Livestock & Poultry Production
Region I: 2015-2016

was 10,298 metric tons
liveweight. This was
lower by 3.52 percent as
compared to last year’s
level. Region I contributed 7.12 percent to the
national production of
144,685 metric tons and
ranked 7th among the
top carabao producing
regions.

Livestock and Poultry percentage distribution of
production by type, Ilocos Region: 2016

Production of cattle in
Region I was estimated
at 27,767 metric tons
liveweight or 2.04 percent lower than last year’s level.
Region I ranked 3rd in the country’s
cattle production of 270,415 metric
tons with a share of 10.27 percent.
Swine production in Region 1
gained by 4.62 percent this 2016
over last year’s level of 82,731
metric tons. The total swine production in the country is 2,231,660
metric tons liveweight. Region 1
was among the top 10 producers of
swine at 7th place with a share of
3.88 percent.
Goat production in the region was
estimated at 10,666 metric tons
equivalent to a drop of 2.83 percent
as compared to last year. Despite the
decline in production, Region 1,
remained as the number one producer of goat in the country with a
share of 13.77 percent to the nation-

al production of 77,454 metric tons.

Production of chicken in the region had
a contraction of 4.91 percent from
82,829 metric tons last 2015 to 78,760
metric tons in 2016. The drop was attributed to Newcastle Disease (NCD)
that affected the region during the 1st
semester. This avian disease spread
throughout the region and caused high
mortality on native and free range chickens. Region 1 was among the top five
producers of chicken in the country with
a share of 4.70 percent.
The region’s duck production in 2016
was 1,983 metric tons. This declined by
4.57 percent as compared to same period
last year. Region 1 ranked 5th in the
country’s total duck output of 32,216
metric tons with a contribution of 6.16
percent. #

Fish production in Region I improved in Q4 2016
The overall fisheries production in

Region I increased by 0.2 percent in
4th quarter 2016. From the total
output of 62,502 metric tons in the
same period of 2015, it grew to 62,631
metric tons in 4th quarter 2016. The

positive growth in production was

contributed by the aquaculture subsector. Among the provinces of the
region, only Pangasinan posted increase in output by 1.0 percent.
The aquaculture sub-sector contributed 85.2 percent to the total fish production of Region I in 4th quarter
Percent Contribution by Province to the Total
Volume of Fish Production, Region I: Q4 2016

2016. The municipal sub-sector,
which comprises the marine and
inland municipal fisheries, shared
13.3 percent, while the commercial
fisheries accounted 1.5 percent to
the total output.
In terms of provincial distribution,
the province of Pangasinan shared
the bulk of production of about 92.9
percent. Its aquaculture sub-sector
registered positive growth, while
the commercial and municipal fisheries posted lower production. The
total fishery output of the province
grew by 1.0 percent from 57,617
metric tons in 4th quarter 2015 to
58,200 metric tons in 4th quarter

2016.

The province of Ilocos Norte registered lower overall fisheries production in 4th quarter 2016 due to

the decreased output of both
municipal fisheries and aquaculture subsectors. Its total output of
1,828 metric tons was 11.8 percent
lower than its output in 4th quarter
2015. Ilocos Norte accounted 2.9
percent to the overall fish production of Region I in 4th quarter

2016.

The fisheries production of Ilocos

6

Percentage Distribution of Fish Production
by Sub-Sector, Region I: Q4 2016

Sur, which shared 2.4 percent to the total fish production of the region, also registered lower production in
4th quarter 2016. Its production during the period
was 1,491 metric tons, lower than the output of 1,500
metric tons recorded in 4th quarter 2015. The aquaculture sub-sector of the province contributed to the
decrease in output.

The province of La Union, which shared 1.8 percent to
the total fish production of Region I, decreased by 15.2
percent in 4th quarter 2016. Its output during the period was 1,112 metric tons, lower than the output in the
same period last year of 1,312 metric tons. The municipal sub-sector contributed to the overall negative
growth in the fisheries output of the province. #
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Region I’s palay and corn production dropped in Q4 2016
Palay and corn production in Region I
posted lower output in 4th quarter
2016 as compared to its respective
levels in 4th quarter 2015.

The overall palay production of Region I in 4th quarter 2016 decreased by
1.2 percent. From 1,209,360 metric
tons production in the same period of
2015, it went down to 1,195,323 metric tons in 4th quarter 2016. All provinces, except La Union, posted lower
production. Lesser harvest area of
palay in the region was noted during
the said period.
The province of Pangasinan shared
58.4 percent to the total palay production in Region I in 4th quarter 2016. Its
production went down from 700,708
metric tons in 4th quarter 2015 to
697,995 in 4th quarter 2016. Some
plantings in irrigated areas were already harvested in the 3rd quarter of
2016. Also, higher water level in low
lying areas along the Agno River did
not allow plantings. Thus, total harvest
of the province decreased by 4.0 percent from 175,391 hectares to 168,317
hectares. Meanwhile, the overall yield
per hectare improved from 4.00 metric
tons in 4th quarter 2015 to 4.15 metric
tons in 4th quarter 2016.
The province of Ilocos Norte, which
ranked second in terms of volume of
production in 4th quarter 2016, also
registered decline in output from
209,071 metric tons in 4th quarter
2015 to 205,438 metric tons in 4th
quarter 2016. Although its harvest area
expanded by 0.1 percent, overall yield
per hectare went down from 4.73 met-

2016. Some plantings in irrigated
and rainfed areas were totally
damaged during the occurrence
of Typhoon Lawin in October
2016. The overall yield per hectare of the province also decreased from 4.36 metric tons to
4.32 metric tons.
Among the provinces of Region
I, only La Union posted positive
palay production in 4th quarter
2016. From 127,003 metric tons
production in the same period of
2015, it grew to 129,544 metric
tons in 4th quarter 2016. Total
harvest area of the province expanded from 28,098 hectares in
4th quarter 2015 to 28,243 hectares in 4th quarter 2016 due to
the rehabilitation of irrigation
systems, and more plantings
from land in fallow. Overall
yield per hectare also improved
from 4.52 metric tons to 4.59
metric tons.
In terms of area harvested, the
province of Pangasinan has the
largest, with 60.5 percent share.
It was followed llowed by Ilocos
Norte with 15.9 percent, Ilocos
Sur with 13.5 percent, and La
Union with 10.14 percent.

Corn production in Region I in
4th quarter 2016 was posted at
7,536 metric tons. This is 0.1
percent lower than its output in
4th quarter 2015. The overall
harvest area decreased by 2.5
percent from 1,929 hectares to
1,880 hectares contributed by
Ilocos Sur,
La Union,
Corn Production by Province, Region I
and Pan4th Quarter 2016 vs 4th Quarter 2015
gasinan.
However,
the yield, in
metric ton
per hectare,
improved
from 3.91
to 4.01.

ric tons to 4.65 metric tons which was
due to the effect of Typhoon Lawin in
October 2016.
Palay production in the province of
Ilocos Sur also declined by 5.9 percent
in 4th quarter 2016. From its level of
production of 172,578 metric tons in
4th quarter 2015, it went down to
162,346 metric tons in 4th quarter

2015. The overall harvest area of the province expanded from 422 hectares to 576
hectares due to the movement of harvest
from 3rd quarter 2016 and increased demand.
The
overall yield
Palay Production by Province, Region I
per hectare
4th Quarter 2016 vs 4th Quarter 2015
also improved
from
4.23
metric tons to
4.39 metric
tons due to
favourable
rains,
and
higher utilization of high
yielding varieties.
The province
of Ilocos Sur,
which ranked second in terms of volume
of production, posted lower output of
2,421 metric tons in 4th quarter 2016 as
compared to 2,615 metric tons registered
in 4th quarter 2015. Lesser plantings of
white corn was observed due to shifting to
vegetables like eggplant, mongo and peanut. Some areas planted with yellow corn
were damaged during the occurrence of
Typhoon Lawin. The overall yield of the
province also declined from 3.85 metric
tons per hectare to 3.68 metric tons per
hectare.
Corn production of Pangasinan went down
from 1,834 metric tons in 4th quarter 2015
to 1,634 metric tons in 4th quarter 2016.
Total corn area harvested during the period decreased by 17.8 percent as some
areas were not planted due to high water
level during the planting schedule. On the
other hand, overall yield per hectare of the
province improved from 4.08 metric tons
to 4.42 metric tons due to higher utilization of hybrid varieties.

The province of La Union also registered
negative growth in output in 4th quarter
2016. From 1,308 metric tons volume of
production in 4th quarter 2015, it went
down to 955 metric tons in 4th quarter
2016. The harvest area of the province,
planted only with white corn, decreased
from 378 hectares to 276 hectares due to
In 4th quar- late plantings as a result of prolonged
ter 2016, monsoon rains.
the province
of In terms of harvest area of corn, the provIlocos
ince of Ilocos Sur has the largest in 4th
Norte
quarter 2016. It shared 35.0 percent to the
shared the total harvest area of Region I. It was folbulk of corn harvest, with a share lowed by Ilocos Norte with 30.6 percent,
of 33.5 percent to the total corn Pangasinan with 19.7 percent, and La
production in Region I. Only Union with 14.7 percent.
Ilocos Norte posted positive
growth in production among the Meanwhile, corn areas of the region were
provinces in the region. Its pro- planted with 60.2 percent of white corn,
duction was registered at 2,526 while the rest were planted with yellow
metric tons, 41.7 percent higher corn in 4th quarter 2016.#
than its output in 4th quarter

Did you know that…
Pangasinan was the top
producer of palay while
Ilocos Sur was the top
producer of corn in the
region in Q4 2016.

Region I ranked 3rd in
terms of palay production in 2016 while it
ranked 5th for corn production.

Region 3 was the country’s top palay producer
in 2016 while Region 2
was first in terms of
corn production.
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(from page 3… RSC 1 Awards)
Meanwhile, the province of La Union was awarded the Best 27th NSM Province Implementer 1st Runner-up, while
Ilocos Sur and Ilocos Norte were 2nd Runner-up and 3rd Runner-up, respectively. The provinces were evaluated based
on the NSM activities initiated in the province and the performance of their provincial representatives to the NSM regional finals.
The following are the winners of the various NSM Regional Contests:
Oratorical Contest:

Poster-Slogan Making Contest:

Secondary level: Ms. Jhazmyn T. Fallarina
Coach: Mr. Joel L. Velasquez
School: Bautista National High School, Pangasinan

Secondary level: Ms. Allyna C. Claveria
Coach: Mr. Anacencio L. Aguilar
School: East Central Integrated School, Dagupan City

Tertiary level: Mr. Jesrael Dagdag
Coach: Ms. Monita Pops Ambrocio
School: Ilocos Sur Polytechnic State College

Essay Writing Contest:

Jingle Making Contest:
Secondary level: Ms. Ezra Ferrer
Mr. Mark Angelo Maramba
Mr. Joshua Dangoy
Mr. Bryan de Leon
Ms. Nicole Molina
Ms. Allysa Baldemoro
Ms. Judiel Cabiles
Coach: Ms. Ana Marie V. Sarmiento
School: Calasiao Comprehensive National High School
Tertiary level: Ms. Tyra Lorraine M. Vinluan
Ms. Andrelica C. Borja
Ms. Hasel Mae O. Yumul
Mr. Patrick Dela Peña
Mr. Joshua G. Bernabe
Mr. Erwin James Mosarbas
Mr. Alvin C. Miranda
Coach: Mr. Kristoff S. Labayog

(from page 4…
Construction Statistics)

Ins t i tu t io na l bu i ld ings
ranked far second with 44
construction projects or 15.8
percent of the total nonresidential construction with
a total construction value of
₱201.0 million and a total
floor area of 16,859 square
meters or an average cost of
₱11,925 per square meter.
Industrial buildings ranked
third with 26 construction
projects. It comprised 9.3
percent of the total nonresidential building constructions with construction value
of ₱80.5 million with a total
floor area of 19,659 square
meters or an average cost of
₱4,094 per square meter.
Agricultural buildings ranked
fourth with 15 construction
projects or 5.4 percent of the
total non-residential building
construction. It has a total
construction value of ₱88.2
million and with a total floor
area of 11,731 sq.m. or an
average cost of ₱ 7,522 per
square meter. #
8

Secondary level: Ms. Gaebrielle Anne Geli S. Zarate
Coach: Raquel A. San Juan
School: Urdaneta City National High School, Pangasinan

Tertiary level: Ms. Hannah Marie Callejo
Coach: Ms. Gladys Solomon
School: St. Paul College of Ilocos Sur
Employee Category: Mr. Mark Gerry Oblanca
Agency: Pangasinan Provincial Information Office
Statistics Quiz:
Secondary level: Mr. Jan Vincent Simbol
Mr. Victor Dominic Naraval
Mr. Ralph Ernest Argana
Coach: Mr. Danilo M. Layora, Jr.
School: BHC Educational Foundation, La Union
Tertiary level: Ms. Lean Ann C. Blanco
Mr. Daniel James A. Molina
Ms. Celine Kylie G. Ramos
Coach: Jhaynee Lou P. Tudayan
School: Saint Louis College, La Union

(from page 5… 2016 HSDV)

domestic tourism for policy-making purposes. Specifically, the survey aimed to:
(a) measure the volume of domestic and
international visitors of Philippine households; (b) update the profile and travel
characteristics of domestic and outbound
visitors; (c) identify the travel patterns of
the household members 15 years old and
over; and (d) estimate the extent and economic contribution of domestic and international visitors in the country.
The 2016 HSDV involved the collection
of data on domestic travel and also data
on the volume and details of travel outside the country. It covered a nationwide
sample of 17,892 households of which 384
households are from Region I, deemed
sufficient to measure the levels and pattern of domestic travel at the national
level and city level for selected Highly
Urbanized Cities (HUC) in the National
Capital Region (NCR).
By virtue of Section 26 of RA 10625, individual data furnished by a respondent to
statistical inquiries, surveys, and censuses
of the PSA shall be considered privileged
information and such shall be inadmissible as evidence in any proceeding. The
PSA releases data gathered in the form of
summaries or statistical tables, in which

Asst. Statistician Maura B. Florague supervises
in Brgy. Quinavite, Bauang, La Union.

no reference to an individual, corporation, association, partnership, institution or business enterprise shall appear.
In addition, all personnel involved in
this survey are required to keep strictly
confidential any information obtained
during the survey that pertains to any
particular household or person.#
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(from page 5… Model Functioning Survey)

The conduct of the survey is pursuant to Republic
Act 10625 also known as the Philippine Statistical
Act of 2013 which states that the PSA shall be primarily responsible for all national censuses and surveys, including sectoral statistics, consolidation of
administrative recording system, and compilation of
national accounts.
The 2016 NDPS/MFS was conducted for 20 days
from 21 November to 13 December 2016. Like other statistical surveys of the PSA, the successful conduct of the 2016 MFS shall be attributed to the cooperation of the household-respondents and officials
of the sample barangays.#
(from page 11… Social Responsibility)

The team had also provided earnest gifts to the
boys. To express their gratitude, the boys had imparted their talents by presenting an adorable cultural dance.
The activity had marked PSA’s second year of visit
to Haven for Children, a legacy worthy of becoming
the agency’s one of the priority activities when it
comes to social responsibility. #

(from page 3… Inflation Rate)
rd

gion I increased from 1.5 in 3
quarter of 2016 to 1.8 percent and
also accelerated from 0.8 percent
over the same period a year ago.
The slow movement of price indices of communication and recreation as indicated by the computed inflation rates, which were
recorded at 0.1 and 0.5 percent,
respectively contributed to the
sluggish movement of the region’s inflation rate.
Among the provinces in the region, Ilocos Norte obtained the
highest inflation rate for the
quarter at 5.1 percent. This figure
was higher by 0.2 percentage
point compared to the province’s
inflation rate in the previous
quarter and also higher from 1.5
percentage points a year ago.
The high inflation rate of Ilocos
Norte in 4th quarter 2016 was
caused by the commodity groups
alcoholic beverages and tobacco
(16.8 percent), housing, water,
electricity, gas & water (7.8 percent) and health (7.4 percent).
The province of Ilocos Sur record-

(from page 3… Poverty Incidence)
or the amount needed to meet
both basic food and non-food
needs of a person in Region I in
2015 was PhP 20,488.
On the average, a family of five
needed at least PhP 5,885 every
month to meet the family's basic
food needs and at least PhP
8,537, on an average, every
month to meet both basic food
and non-food needs.
The poverty incidence among
families in Region I based on
2015 FIES was estimated at 9.6
percent in 2015. In 2012, the
poverty incidence among families in the region was recorded
at 14.0 percent.
The
subsistence
incidence
among families in Region l, or
the proportion of families in extreme poverty, was estimated at
2.2 percent in 2015. In 2012, the
proportion of families in extreme
poverty in the region was recorded at 3.9 percent.

erty-related statistics such as
the income gap, poverty gap
and severity of poverty. The
income gap measures the average income required by the
poor in order to get out of poverty, expressed relative to the
poverty threshold. The poverty
gap refers to the income shortfall (expressed in proportion to
the poverty threshold) of families with income below the poverty threshold, divided by the
total number of families. The
severity of poverty is the total of
the squared income shortfall
(expressed in proportion to the
poverty threshold) of families
with income below the poverty
threshold, divided by the total
number of families.

ln 2015, on average, income of
poor families were short by
18.4 percent of the poverty
threshold. This means that on
average, an additional monthly
income of PhP 1,571 is needed
by a poor family with five members in order to move out of
The PSA also releases other pov- poverty.#

ed an inflation rate of
0.8 percent for the
4th quarter of 2016.
Said figure was lower
by 0.4 percentage
point as compared to
the previous quarter.
The
commodity
groups which recorded high inflation
rates in Ilocos Sur
were
furnishing,
household
equipment and routine
maintenance of the
house (3.2 percent),
alcoholic beverages and tobacco
(3.1 percent) and Clothing and
footwear (2.2 percent).
For La Union and Pangasinan, the
inflation rates for 4th quarter
2016 were 2.0 percent and 1.3 percent, respectively. La Union was
0.2 percentage point lower than
the previous quarter and Pangasinan was 0.6 percentage point
higher than the previous quarter.
The commodity groups with high
inflation rates in 4th quarter 2016
for La Union were alcoholic bever-

Purchasing Power of Peso in Region I,
by Province Q4 2016 (2006=100)

ages and tobacco (16.0 percent), education (3.2 percent), health (2.5 percent) and transport (2.5 percent). Meanwhile, the low inflation rate of Pangasinan in 4th quarter 2016 was attributed to the stagnant movement prices of commodities under communication and education.
In terms of the purchasing power of the peso (PPP),
Pangasinan recorded the highest in the region at
0.74, which typically means that the value of peso
in 2006 was equivalent to 74 centavos in the 4th
quarter of 2016. This was followed by Ilocos Norte
with a purchasing power of 0.72 and Ilocos Sur with
0.70. The lowest PPP was recorded by La Union at
0.69. Over-all in Region I, the value of a peso in
2006 is only equivalent to 73 centavos in 4th quarter 2016.#
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The

HR Updates

(from page 1… Best NSM Region)

Statistics for Development in 21st Century
(PARIS21). Director Socrates L. Ramores, cochairman of the RSC I and Regional Director of
PSA-RSSO I, received the plaque of recognition.

Council of Personnel
Officers (CPO) La Union Chapter
conducted its regular monthly
meetings on October 27, November 24 and December 15, 2016 in
different venues within the Province.

Positions in State Universities
and Colleges and Local Universities and Colleges”; and
• MC No. 23 -Policy on Employment in the Government
Service of Filipino Citizens
with Dual Citizenship.

Six Memorandum Circulars were
discussed by CSC Provincial Dir.
Violeta V. Mendoza during the
October 2016 meeting namely:

During the November 2016
meeting, Dir. Mendoza, discussed the MC No. 8, which pertains to the Public-Sector HR
Symposium and MC No. 4, regarding the revised Policies in
the Resolution of Protest Cases.

Region I won the award for its successful conduct of various NSM activities that meet the
NSM objectives of creating better awareness on
the importance of statistics and strengthening
coordination among stakeholders for the development of statistical activities in response to the
growing demand for local level statistics.

Updates on the 6th Luzon Convention of Human Resource
Management Practitioners was
given by Mr. Alexander Flores.
He solicited the full cooperation
of all CPO members especially
the officers in the preparation of
the said convention.

The various activities undertaken by the region
were initiated by the RSC I and the Provincial
NSM Steering Committees in the region.
Among the activities initiated were hanging of
streamers, statistical fora, motorcades, statistical
exhibits, contests, symposiums, and television/
radio programs.

• MC No. 18 -Policy Guidelines

•

•

•
•

on the Three Salary Grade Limitation on Promotion;
MC No. 19 -Program to Institutionalize Meritocracy and Excellence in Human Resource Management (PRIME-HRM), Guidelines on the Conferment of HR
Recognition and Awards;
MC No. 20 -Career Officials as
Defined by the Civil Service
Law, rules and regulations as
provided in item 1(c), OP Memorandum Circular No.4 dated
Aug. 22, 2016 (Courtesy Resignation of Presidential Appointees);
MC No. 21 -Examinee's Guide
in Taking Civil Service Examination-Pen and Paper Test;
MC No. 22 -Amendment of CSC
MC No. 10, s. 2012 on the Education Requirement for Faculty

The December 2016 meeting
served as the year-end celebration of CPO-La Union Chapter.
Parlor games and exchanging of
gifts were done during the celebration.
Ms. Marivic M. Garcia, Administrative Officer IV, is the regular
PSA RSSO I representative to
the CPO monthly meeting. #

The successful conduct of the 26th NSM in the
region was made possible with the support of
the Local Government Units, Regional Line
Agencies, academic institutions, media organizations, and private sectors in the region. Indeed, the strong linkage and coordination of the
various stakeholders in the region proved that
the region is united in the aim towards statistical
development amidst the fast changing time. #

Capacity Building on the Implementation of the Regional
Livestock and Poultry Information – Early Warning System held
due to the changes in the organizational structure and regional team composition. This also aimed to ensure the
smooth implementation of the project
in the region.

The participants during
the Capacity
Building on
the Implementation
of Regional
Livestock
and Poultry
Information
– Early
Warning
System

PSA-RSOO 1 conducted a two-day Operations and Coordination Dicapacity building on the implementation of the Regional Livestock and
Poultry Information-Early Warning
System (LPI-EWS) held at Puerto de
San Juan Resort Hotel at San Juan,
La Union on December 26-27, 2016.
It was attended by all the Statistical
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vision (SOCD) personnel and
three representatives from the
four provinces headed by their
PSO.
The capacity building was intended to re-train PSA personnel

Mr. Niño E. Tuazon, the Officer-inCharge of SOCD, echoed the important
topics discussed during the capacity
building of SOCD chiefs at Lancaster
Hotel, Mandaluyong City on November
29 to December 1, 2016. Topics discussed during the training were Overview of the Forecasting Models for
Broiler and Swine, Identification of the
Activities for PSA to Act as Resource
Person, Trainings and Training Costs,
Preparation of Situation Report and
Statistical Handbook, Issues and Concerns on the Project Implementation/
Way Forward and Updates on LPSD
Activities for 2017.
During the training, several issues
were discussed, acted and agreed upon
by all the participants.#
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6th Luzon Convention of HR Management
Practitioners attended

PSA-RSSO I admin staff attend workshop on
decentralization of FRS, MDS
A five-day collaborative
seminar/workshop on the
Decentralization of Financial Reporting
System
(FRS) and Modified Disbursement Scheme (MDS)
was initiated by the Accounting and Budget Division of PSA Central Office
on December 5–9, 2016 at
Brentwood Suites, Quezon
City.

PSA RSSO I representatives during the 6th LCHRMP
headed by Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman
th

PSA-RSSO I participated in the 6 Luzon
Convention of Human Resource Management Practitioners (LCHRMPs) held at
Philippine International Convention Center
(PICC), CCP Complex, Pasay City last November 28-30, 2016 with the theme
“Organizational Change and Transformation: How HRMPs Can Lead Change.”
The Civil Service Commission–National
Capital Region annually conducts the convention to provide an avenue for learning
and networking amongst HRM practitioners from various government agencies and
local government units in Luzon region.
These HRM practitioners through their
contributions in managing and sustaining
change, seek to serve the public better.
OIC-CRASD Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman
and AO IV Marivic M. Garcia represents
PSA RSSO I together with the designated
HRO staff of the four provinces.#

Spearheaded by ANS Maribeth C. Pilimpinas, the seminar was conducted in order
to prepare and condition
the Regional Offices of PSA
in the decentralization of
the budgeting process starting 2017.
Atty. Sheila O. De Guzman,
OIC CRASD, Yvonne C.
Abenoja, Admin Officer IV,
and Emil John N. Natura JO
-Accountant were the representatives of PSA RSSO 1
for the said event.
The Accounting Division
briefed the participants by
giving a hands-on exercise
regarding the accounting

Social Responsibility
PSA RSSO
I staff
poses
together
with the
children of
Haven for
Children

The PSA RSSO I visited the Haven for Children anew as part

of its Social Responsibility on December 13, 2016 at Bonuan
Binloc, Dagupan City, Pangasinan.

During the visit, the PSA team presented a gleeful dance and
shared foods and drinks. The team had a happy time with the
less fortunate children, a moment which was enjoyed through
eating of fine foods and drinks, worthwhile conversations and
a “feel” inducing story sharing.
(continue to page 9)

PSA RSSO I representatives together with
participants from other regions

entries for Regular MDS transactions.
Updates about the new FRS software
was also given. Meanwhile, the Budget
Division prepared different lectures regarding budget preparation.

Personnel from DBM Central Office
were also present to assist and give insights about the budget accountability
and reporting. A new ORS Software
was also introduced by the Budget Division.
Various Admin and HR concerns were
also lectured during the seminar/
workshop.#

(from page 1… PSA RSSO I as Best Region)

trophies and cash prizes, budgetary allocation
for capacity building activities was provided as
part of the incentive package of the PSA Field
Awards.
Guided by integrity, accountability, accuracy and
reliability, the PSA Field Awards is an incentive
system aimed to ensure timely delivery of quality outputs in the implementation of PSA’s mandated activities. Likewise, it is intended to increase the PSA’s visibility among its stakeholders.
In his message after receiving the awards, RD
Soc Ramores thanked the PSA-RSSO I team for
the hard work and for sustaining the momentum. He likewise thanked the PSA management
for the trust and confidence and for all the support it has extended to the activities of the PSA
field offices.#
11
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PSA-RSSO 1 employees converge for the 2017 Regional Planning
Workshop and General Assembly

PSA-RSSO 1 mustered its workforce to

ed through a timetable of programs
and projects which include Sectoral
Statistics Service, Census and Technical Coordination Service, Civil
Registration and Central Support
Service, Statistical Coordination and
2017 Calendar of Activities.

Unity and Advancement became the
tone of this four-day event embracing
the theme, “Leveling Up: PSA at 4.”

With its quest of leveling up, a briefing on the Quality Management System (QMS) was also made as an introduction to PSA’s upcoming ISO
Certification in 2017.

round up its accomplishments for the
year and to forge its strategic plans
through the 2017 Regional Planning
Workshop and General Assembly on
December 19-22, 2016 at One Vittoria
Hotel, Bantay, Ilocos Sur.

Dr. Divina Grace del Prado of the Statistical Methodology Unit served as the
guest of honor, channeling the National Statistician Dr. Lisa Grace S. Bersales’ cry of leveling up by calling all
participants to grasp the chance to
evolve into a more efficient and dedicated personnel.
The Provincial including the Regional
Office had presented their major accomplishments for the year 2016, including the Best Region and other major awards for various categories during the recently concluded 2016 Field
Awards.
The 2017 work program that was formulated during the National Planning
Workshop was visualized and present-
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The review of PSA field awards also
became a focus wherein major areas
including Statistical Operations,
Administrative Support and Civil
Registration were discussed thoroughly.
A fellowship night was also conducted during the event donning a vibrant retro gimmick.
With its commitment to strive for
more, PSA had embarked to its new
journey towards 2017, making the
newly formed commitment and
dedication from its workforce as a
fuel for success.#

